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SUMMARY

Allergen Immunotherapy (AIT) was introduced in clinical practice on an empirical basis more 

than 100 years ago. Since the first attempts, AIT was administered subcutaneously. Indeed, other routes 

of administration were proposed and studied, in particular to improve the safety, but only the sublingual 

route (SLIT) achieved a credibility based on evidence, and was then accepted as a viable “alternative” 

option to the subcutaneous route. SLIT was largely used in clinical trials and clinical practice in this 

last 30 years. Thus, a large amount of data is available, coming from either controlled trials and post-

marketing surveillance studies. It is clear that SLIT is overall effective, but it is also clear that the 

efficacy is not “class-related”, as derived from meta-analyses, but restricted to each specific product.  

The 30-year lasting use of SLIT allowed to clarify many clinical aspects, such as efficacy, safety, use in 

asthma, regimens of administration, optimal doses. In parallel, the mechanisms of action of AIT were 

elucidated, and new indications were proposed (e.g.  food allergy, atopic dermatitis). In addition, the 

introduction of molecular-based diagnosis, allowed to better refine the prescription of SLIT, based on 

specific sensitization profiles. 

The present article will describe the origin and evolution of SLIT for respiratory allergy, taking 

into account the clinical context that suggested this form of treatment, the recently developed aspects, 

the future perspectives and unmet needs, This is not, therefore, a systematic review, rather a narrative 

historical description of the past history, and a look forward to the future opportunities. 

Key Words. Allergen Immunotherapy; Sublingual Immuntotherapy; Efficacy; Safety; History; 

Respiratory allergy; Perspectives
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ABBBREVIATIONS.

AIT: Allergen-specific ImmunoThreapy

SLIT: Sublinhual Immunotherapy

SCIT: Subcutaneous ImmunotherapyA
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RDBPC: Randomized Double-blind Placebo Controlled

FUTURE RESEARCH PERSPECTIVES

SLIT is now accepted as a viable alternative option in respiratory allergy. Its historical 

evolution, supported by numerous clinical trials, confirmed its potential role. Looking back to the 

far history, and prospectively, there is still room for improvement, including optimization of the 

administration regimen, standardization of trials, real-life studies, new indications, and better 

definition of the eligible patients (responder vs non responder. 

MAJOR MILESTONE DISCOVERIES

The first controlled trial with sublingual immunotherapy (SLIT), by G. Scadding, dates 

1986. This route was explored to improve the safety of allergen immunotherapy. Few years later, 

tablets were introduced. In 1998 the World Health Organization accepted SLIT as a viable 

alternative to the subcutaneous route and SLIT was therefore included in official documents. 

There are now two World Allergy Organization position papers (2009 and 2014) specifically 

dedicated to SLIT, and one EAACI position paper (2018), also largely dealing with SLIT 

available. SLIT was admitted as add-on therapy also for asthma in the 2017 GINA document.
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1. FAR HISTORY AND CLINICAL CONTEXT 
Allergen-specific immunotherapy (AIT) is the practice of administering to allergic subjects 

increasing amounts of allergen(s) (the allergenic extract) to achieve a hyposensitization thus reducing 

the symptoms during the natural exposure to the allergen(s). Since its discovery, immunotherapy was 

only given subcutaneously (SCIT). Nevertheless, other modalities of administration were proposed 

and investigated during the 2nd half of 1900, involving the gastrointestinal, nasal, and bronchial route. 

Those routes were variously named: alternative, non-parenteral, non-injection, or local. Presently, 

only the term “local” survived, although progressively less utilized. 

As mentioned above, the first empirical attempts of AIT was performed by Dr. Noon in 1911 

(1), with the aim of “vaccinating” against some hypothesized “aerogenic toxins”. Despite the rationale 

was wrong, the subcutaneous administration of pollen extracts resulted effective in reducing hayfever 

symptoms. Thus, the use of SCIT gradually increased and was progressively extended to other 

allergens. SCIT was the only mode of administration for more than 70 years, but its use remained 

totally empirical until 1965, when IgE was discovered (2). Of note, the first randomized double-blind 

placebo-controlled (RDBPC) study on SCIT was published in 1954 by Frankland et al (3), and few 

years later Johnstone suggested that SCIT could modify the natural history of respiratory allergy (4). 

In 1978, the first RDBPC trial with SCIT for hymenoptera venom allergy appeared (5)

AIT represented a first and concrete attempt to “personalize” a therapy, since it’s intent was to 

target in some way the identified “sentisizing allergen” in the candidate patients (6). 

Indeed, the idea of administering allergenic extracts orally is not so recent as commonly believed: the 

oral route was first suggested in 1900 (7) and the first clinical attempts were made a few years later 

(8). Subsequently, other routes of administration for respiratory allergy were proposed, with various 

evolutions (FIGURE 1): the local bronchial (LBIT) during the 1950s, (9) the local nasal (LNIT) (10, 

11) during the 1970s, and the oral (OIT) at the beginning of the 1980s (12) OIT and LBIT were 

abandoned, due to the scarce efficacy and side effects. Only LNIT survived for a short period (13), 

then it was abandoned as well, because SCIT was well established. 

In 1986 the British Committee for the Safety of Medicines (CSM) (14) described 26 deaths 

caused by SCIT, that had to be added to the deaths reported in the USA surveys (15, 16). This raised A
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serious concerns about the safety and the risk/benefit ratio of SCIT, also because cheap, safe and 

effective drugs had became available for asthma and rhinitis. Indeed, it was subsequently 

acknowledged that, in most cases, life-threatening or fatalities were due to avoidable human errors 

(wrong dose, incorrect administration) (17, 18) Nonetheless, after the CSM report, the interest in 

“alternative” routes of administration rapidly increased  and studies with the gastroenteric-based 

routes appeared. In addition, it was felt that an extensive and evidence-based evalution of the 

literature was urgently needed. 

Within the above mentioned context, in 1986 the first positive RDBPC trial with a sublingual 

preparation of dust mite was published by Scadding et al. (19), with encouraging results. It involved a 

small sample of patients, but it prompted the research interest, and new studies rapidly appeared. The 

first SLIT clinical trial (20 patients) with HDM allergoid tablets dates 1998 (20), confirming the 

clinical efficacy and the downregulation of allergic inflammation. SLIT was first mentioned as possible 

alternative to SCIT in the World Health Organization position paper in 1998 with 4 RDBPC trials (21), 

and its role in clinical practice was confirmed in the subsequent official documents (22-30) 

(summarized in TABLE 1). After 25 years, the Food and Drug Administration, approved 3 SLIT 

products to be marketed in the USA (31).

Finally, the treatment was included as possible add-on therapeutic option for allergic asthma in 

the GINA document (32). A summary of the history of SLIT can be found in a recent review (33).

 So far, the experimental evidence shows that when the extract is kept under the tongue for 1 to 

2 minutes and then swallowed (sublingual-swallow), is effective, according to biodistribution studies. 

Those studies, which used a radiolabelled allergen/allergoid (never replicated for ethical reasons) 

showed that there it was no direct sublingual absorption into the blood-flow, but that a fraction of the 

allergen remained confined into the mouth cavity for hours (34-36) (FIGURE 2). In addition, after 

swallowing the allergen is degraded in the gastrointestinal tract, and only traces of the native protein (if 

chemically modified) pass into the bloodstream. Also the sublingual-spit method was suggested but, 

presently, on the basis of biodistribution considerations, only the sublingual-swallow route is used. 

Throughout the text, SLIT will indicate the sublingual-swallow modality. To conclude this general 

summary of the historical aspects, and for completeness, it has to be mentioned that in the last decade 

two new non-injection routes were proposed: the intralymphatic immunotherapy (ILIT) and the A
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epicutaneous immunotherapy (EPIT), which are currently under development (37, 38). A summary of 

the historical development of SLIT is depicted in FIGURE 3, and the main milestones are summarized 

in TABLE 2.

2.THE RECENT HISTORY OF SLIT
The official acceptance of SLIT came in 2009 with the publication of a first position paper by 

the World Allergy Organization (26), including 60 RDBPC, followed by an updated version in 2014 

with 77 trials (27). Currently there are more than 100 RDBPC trials available in the literature, and the 

official documents and guidelines presently accept SLIT (TABLE 1).  Certainly, most of the earliest 

trials included small samples, and were affected by a large variability (tipe of extract, doses, outcome, 

assessment, regimens, inclusion criteria), so that a comparison among them was virtually impossible. 

Nonetheless, an impressive number of meta-analyses on the clinical efficacy of SLIT were published, 

starting with the one by Wilson et al.  in 2003 (39), until the more recent one by Dhami et al (40) (see 

33, 41). Almost all of the meta-analyses agree on the favourable effect of SLIT versus placebo, and 

some of them were performed only for a single selected allergen source (42, 43), but the main 

weakness of meta analyses is the large heterogeneity of the included studies. It is true that the results 

are overall positive, and this lead to define the efficacy of SLIT as a “class effect”, to be extended 

virtually to all SLIT products. It was recently acknowledged that a claim for efficacy must not be 

generic, but must refer to each single defined product, with robust experimental evidence (44, 45).

Other important achievements in the more recent history of SLIT were the RDBPC trials 

involving hundreds of patients (so-called “big trials”). These were conducted with a quite uniform 

methodology, with well-defined and standardized extracts (allergen content clearly declared) (27). 

Those studies allowed to identify for each product the optimal maintenance dose (major allergen’s 

content). This was done only anecdotally before, so that the optimal doses remained for a long time 

largely empirical and variable. A summary of the dose-finding aspects of the big trials is reported in 

TABLE 3 (26, 27, 31)  

In addition, the big trials, conducted with quite homogeneous methods, demonstrated the dose-

dependency of the clinical effect of SLIT (46-49), at least for the more relevant allergens, and this is a 

very robust proof in favour of each studied product, as stated in the GRADE recommendations (50). A
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This aspect had been previously studied also for SCIT (9 trials), but the studies were heterogeneous in 

outcome, patients and allergen preparation (51), with only one large dose-ranging study (52).

In the recent history of SLIT, one of the most debated aspects was the comparison of the 

clinical efficacy versus SCIT. This should be assessed only by head-to-head comparisons (53-55), and 

there are, so far, very few studies conducted accordingly. The two studies in double-dummy fashion 

(56, 57), failed to show a significant difference between the two routes, and this was confirmed 

indirectly by a recent comprehensive meta analysis (58). None of those trials assessed the long-lasting 

effect.  The choice between SLIT and SCIT does not rely only on the proof of efficacy (equivalent for 

both routes), but also on the personal culture. We have now available two different routes of 

administration for AIT, that should be chosen on the basis of personal experience and skills, and 

according to the patient’s preferences (59). In this latter case, the patient’s age maybe relevant, and  in 

many Countries SLIT is the preferred choice in pediatric ages. It is true, nonetheless, that differences 

between the two routes exist (60). The onset of action seems to be more rapid with SCIT than with 

SLIT: in a recen double dummy study it was shown that SCIT but not SLIT was effective since the first 

polles season, although the two treatments became equal at the second season (61). Of note, in this 

study, two years of AIT failed to achieve a persistent clinical effect. Also the immunological response 

seems to be different, being the increases in IgG4 usually more pronounced with SCIT (62). A similar 

debate in the recent history of SLIT in seasonal allergies, concerned the comparison between the 

continuous (all-year lasting) and the pre-coseasonal regimens of administration. Also in this case, only 

few direct head-to-head comparison studies are available, showing that at least for the licensed products 

there is no difference in efficacy and safety between the two regimens (63). Finally, the combination of 

SCIT updosing with SLIT maintenance, to increase the speed of action has been proposed with 

encouraging results (64).

The more recent histoy of SLIT had to face its use in asthma, since asthma has been ever regarded as a 

possible contraindication to AIT. In addition, most of the RDBPC trials were designed using rhinitis as 

primary outcome, leaving asthma as ancillary outcome. Thus, two relevant questions emerged; a) is 

asthma a risk factor for adverse events due to AIT?; b) does AIT elicit or worsen asthma? (65, 66). The 

most important meta-analyses (with their intrinsic limitations) suggested that AIT, and SLIT, are 

clinically effective in reducing asthma symptoms and medication score (68-70), without an increase in A
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adverse events. It has to be considered that asthma is more frequent in mite-sensitized patients, where it 

is more difficult to assess the exposure and to evaluate outcomes (71) (TABLE 4). During the last 

decade, some SLIT studies were designed specifically for asthma, taking into account the exacerbation 

rate and/or the use of inhaled corticosteroids (72-74). The study conducted on more than 800 asthmatic 

patients with dust mite allergy (72), clearly proved the reduction in asthma exacerbations even when 

inhaled corticosteroids were tapered down or even stopped. Of note, in this study, about 20% of 

patients were classified as GINA step 4. On the other hand another study (74) did not reach the overall 

outcome, but showed that SLIT is effective in moderate asthma, not in mild, where symptoms are by 

definitions already controlled. These studies lead to include SLIT as an add-on option in asthma in the 

GINA document (32). A recent review of the literature, performed by the European Academy of 

Allergy and Clinical Immunology (75) evidenced that only uncontrolled severe asthma (76) is an 

absolute contraindication to SLIT. There is no evidence that SLIT can exacerbate asthma or that 

asthma, if controlled, is a risk factor for adverse events. 

The overall safety of SLIT was one of the most important aspects to be carefully investigated, 

since safety was the primary reason to use this route. Looking at the available literature it appears that 

the majority of side effects with SLIT are “local”, that is limited to the route of administration 

(lip/tongue swelling, oral pruritus, mouth irritation, stomach-ache, nausea). These local side effects 

tend to disappear after the first administrations (for review see 77). After the publication of a proposed 

classification and grading of systemic side effects due to AIT in general (78), also a specific system of 

classification/grading for local side effects due to SLIT was also published, with the aim of 

standardizimg the description of local side effects (79). Concerning the safety aspects, the historical 

view included recently also eosinophilic oesophagitis. In this context there are only case-reports, and 

no evidence from large groups, that SLIT can elicit the disease or worsen it (80-82).

A part of the history of SLIT that should not be neglected is the possible disease-modifying 

effect: a) the reduction of the risk of developing asthma in subjects (usually children) with allergic 

rhinitis only and b) the persistence of the effect after stopping the administration. The preventative 

effect was hypothesized more than 50 years ago with SCIT (4) in an open prospective study. Then, the 

reduction of the risk of asthma onset was decribed in two additional randomized (non placebo-

controlled) SLIT trials with grasses and various allergens (83, 84). In those trials, showing consistent A
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results, SLIT significantly prevented asthma onset in the active groups (85). The most recent trial 

concerning this aspect of SLIT (86) was conducted in >800 children in a RDBPC trial (3 years of grass-

SLIT+2 years follow up). Although the (ambitious) primary outcome was not reached, all the 

secondary outcomes (use of bronchodilators, symptoms of asthma, exacerbations), clearly 

demonstrated the effectiveness of SLIT in the long-term period, on the evolution of the allergic disease. 

Thus, the role in prevention of the allergic march remains a current actractive objective (87, 88). 

The long-lasting, or persisting, effect after AIT stopping was demonstrated with SCIT in a 

RDBPC trial in  1999 (89). This was then evidenced again with SLIT in an open controlled trial lasting 

15 years, with an house dust mite extracts (90). In this long-term trial it was seen that, dependently on 

the duration of SLIT, there was a 3-5 yearls lasting effect followed by a worsening that could be rapidly 

controlled again with a new course of SLIT. The long-term effect was subsequently confirmed in the 

follow-up observations of RDBPC big trials (91-94). Of note, a recent trial with the nasal provocation 

challenge, showed 2 years of treatment were not sufficient to achieve a long-standing effect (61). 

Further challenges in the recent history of SLIT are the use in polysensitized patients and the 

use in the elderly. It has been shown that SLIT mantains its clinical efficacy also in the presence of 

polysensitization, provided that the truly responsible allergen(s) are clearly identified (95, 96). It was 

shown that the use of 2-3 allergens (without mixing them) did not increase the occurrence rate of 

adverse events as compared to a single allergen (97). The same was seen, with demonstration of 

efficacy administering at the same time Japanese cedar and mite tablets (98) and mite and grass 

solutions (99). Interestingly, in a randomized not double blind trial, the administration of grass and 

birch SLIT was more effective than each individual allergen in patients with the dual sensitization, and 

a significant efficacy was seen for birch-allergic subjects also in the grass season and vice-versa (100). 

Finally, SLIT was demonstrated to be effective also in elderly patients (101-103), although this was not 

expected.

3. PRESENT, FUTURE AND UNMET NEEDS OF SLIT  (TABLE 2)

The prescription of SLIT (and AIT in general) requires a clear demonstration of the role of 

genuine components (allergenic molecules) from the allergenic sources in the allergen-IgE-mastcell A
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reaction. The introduction in clinical practice of the molecular-based diagnosis approaches, allowed to 

refine the prescription of AIT in general, and of SLIT in particular (104-108). The ability of defining 

the genuine sensitization profile (thus to rule out the confounding role of pan-allergens as cause of false 

positivity at standard tests) also allowed to obtain a more and more detailed prescription profile. It was 

clearly documented that the molecular-based diagnosis could lead to a significant change, estimated in 

about 40-50% in the SLIT prescription as compared to the standard diagnostic approaches (109-111). 

Notably, it was shown that as larger is the sensitization profile, as greater is the AIT failure (112). It is 

also true that an immunotherapy “built” for each individual according to his/her specific sensitization 

profile would be too complex and expensive, due to the large variability of profiles themselves  (113).

In the recent years, there has been a considerable interest into the use of SLIT (and the old OIT) 

in food allergy (oral desensitization, specific oral tolerance induction). This aspect is not pertinent to 

the present article, but numerous reviews are available (114-117). The studies consistently show that a 

desensitization can be achieved in a proportion of children, but it is not clear if a permanent tolerance 

can be induced, and the high rate of side effects has also to be considered. Under a more general 

perspective, favourable reports with epicutaneous immunotherapy in food allergy are now available, 

but the results are still not conclusive (118) The results are more controversial with SLIT for atopic 

dermatitis (119, 120), although this field remains an intriguing opportunity. A summary of the possible 

developments of SLIT and AIT in general, is summarized in FIGURE 4. 

Despite the amount of clinical and mechanistic data on AIT, and its consolidated use, the 

regulatory aspects (pharmacological classification of products, marketing authorization, national and 

supranational approval, deputy regulatory authorities) remain sometime vague and largely differ among 

Countries. If in the USA and in the European Community, there are well defined regulatory authorities 

(namely Food and Drug Administration, European Medical Agency and Paul Ehrlich Insitute) in other 

countries, such as Latin America, there is no uniform regulation (121). In Europe, numerous official 

regulatory documents have been released (122, 123), mainly concerning the Good Manufacturing 

Practice. Those impose to all members of the EC specific standards for the production of allergen 

extracts. Within the EC, apart few exceptions, allergen extracts are considered as named patient 

products (NPP). This would mean that AIT is prepared for each single patient according to the 

prescription of the physician. Indeed, this is not true since  almost all extracts are manufactured by A
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industrial procedures, and the extract preparation for each allerge is the same for all patients. There is a 

general effort to abolish the possibility to have NPP, with exceptions for rare allergens or special 

sensitization profiles, whereas the single preparation should contain in the near future only allergens 

from “homologous groups”. For each new product, a registrative dossier (from phase I to III) is 

required for the marketing authorization. 

Some of the recent pharmaco-economic studies suggested that SLIT can be cost-effective in the 

long-term period (124-126), while others provided opposite results (127). This is still a matter of 

debate, due to the large variability in mathematical models, assumptions, time horizon etc. (128) It is in 

general accepted that, in the long period, both SCIT and SLIT have an economic advantage over 

pharmacotherapy alone  (129)

Of note, the use of the challenge (exposure) chambers is considered currently, as a promising 

methodological option for the near future. Challenge chambers have been used in several well 

conducted clinical trials (130-133). Certainly, challenge chambers allow to have a totally controlled 

environment, with a stable concentration of allergen. This is important to simplify the trials with 

pollens, where the outdoor concentration is measurable and easy to reproduce. With house dust mite, 

that have a largely variable concentration over long time periods, it may be difficult to assess which is 

the concentration to be used to reproduce the natural exposure. In addition, exposure chambers are 

expensive in functioning and maintenance, and are not available everywhere (134).

There is still a large variability in administration schedules, dosages and duration of SLIT 

(FIGURE 5). Only few products represent an exception: Oralair™ (Stallergenes, Antony Cedex, 

France), Grazax-Grastek™ (Alk-Abellò, Copenhagen, Denmark), Acarizax (Alk-Abellò, Copenhagen, 

Denmark) and Ragwitek™ (MSD). Another critical point is the standardization. Almost all AIT 

vaccines commercialized are standardized either biologically or immunologically, based on in-house 

references. Extracts are labeled in units that differ from one manufacturer to another, the allergen 

content (in mcg) largely vary among extracts (135, 136), thus the comparison among trials and products 

remains difficult, and for most products a dose-response relationship is not demonstrated. In addition, 

there is still a gap between USA and Europe standards in the administration/choice of AIT: the 

methods, concentration of extracts, mixing of allergens still differ profoundly (137, 138). This remains 

a fundamental part of the “history” that persists in the present. The use of SLIT in children is well A
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accepted by pediatricisns, at least in those Countries which are familial with this route (139-141).  The 

main unsolved problem is when to start SLIT, and on which basis. The only clear fact is that the 

previously suggested limitation of > 5 years is no more valid in an absolute way and probably, the age 

of 4 years or greater would be the best choice expecially to achieve the optimal adherence (141). 

Also, the adherence or compliance with SLIT still remains a pivotal point, and probably an 

unmet need as for most chronic treatments, since SLIT is self-managed and self-

administered. The adherence is high in clinical trials, but in real life the adherence is largely variable, 

from less than 50% to up to 90%. (142-145) When the sales data from manufacturer are considered, at 

the 3rd year of SLIT, only about 15% of patients are still persisting (146). As a promising aspect, 

expecially from an immunological viewpoit is the association of SLIT with the new biological 

treatments. This association has been shown very advantageous in clinical terms, but the association of 

the two therapeutic approaches has the major limitation of the costs (for review see 147).

As a final consideration, the main unmet need in the long-lasting history of SLIT (ad this keeps 

true also for SCIT) is the absence of predictive biomarkers of efficacy. We have numerous clinical 

biological markers of current efficacy (e.g. symptoms, IgG4, cytokines)(148, 149), but we still cannot 

predict at individual level who will favourably respond, even if SLIT is correctly prescribed. This will 

be the main challenge of the future history. 

4. CONCLUSION
 AIT is a cornerstone in the management of respiratory allergic diseases since it is allergen specific, 

immunomodulating, and may affect disease progression. SLIT, represented a significant advance, 

offering to patients an excellent safety and convenience profile. From an historical viewpoint, in the 

last three decades there was an impressive development of SLIT, against the overall century history of 

AIT in general. Many aspects have been clarified through the historic development: efficacy, safety, 

role of standardized allergen preparations.. In parallel, many questions emerged, that were only 

partially clarified (polyallergic patients, use of mixtures, preventative effects of SLIT etc.)(30).

When a historical perspective is considered, the starting point is “why?”, and this is explained by the 

safety concerns raised more than 30 years ago by SCIT. The intermediate historical points are the 

investigations performed on different clinical aspects, and the clinical questions that emerged along the 

way. The future aspects are the new emerging questions and the space for improvement. So far SLIT, A
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after 30 years of rapid development and evolution remains a good paradigm of precision medicine (6, 

30, 150). After about 30 years of clinical trials and practical use, SLIT remains an example of how 

clinical intuitions can lead to effective treatments (FIGURE 6). 
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Table 1. The main Documents and Position papers and guidelines on SLIT

Year Organization Type of AIT Reference

1998 World Health Organization (WHO) SCIT/SLIT 21) Allergy 1998;53(suppl):

1998 European Academy of Allergy and Clinical 

Immunology (EAACI)

Non injection 

routes

22) Allergy. 1998; 53: 933-44.

2001 Allergic Rhinitis and its Impact on Asthma 

(ARIA)

SCIT/SLIT 23) J Allergy Clin Immunol 2001; 

108 (5 Suppl):S147–S334.

2008 Allergic Rhinitis and its Impact on Asthma 

(ARIA)

SCIT/SLIT 24) Allergy. 2008; 63 Suppl 86: 

8-160

2016 Allergic Rhinitis and its Impact on Asthma 

(ARIA)

SCIT/SLIT 25) 

2009 World Allergy Organization (WAO) SLIT 26) Allergy. 2009;64 Suppl 91: 1-

59

2014 World Allergy Organization (WAO) SLIT 27) World Allergy Organ J. 2014 

Mar 28;7(1):6.

2011 American Academy of Allergy Asthma and 

Immunology/American College of Allergy 

Asthma and Immunology (AAAAI/ACAAI)

SCIT 28) J Allergy Clin Immunol. 

2011; 127(1 Suppl):S1-55

2017 American Academy Of Allergy Asthma and 

Immunology (ACAAI)

SLIT 29) Ann Allergy Asthma Immunol. 

2017; 118: 276-282

2018 European Academy of Allergy and Clinical 

Immunology (EAACI)

SCIT/SLIT 30) Allergy. 2018 Apr;73(4):739-743
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Table 2: Milestones in SLIT

FAR HISTORY (1986-2000) COMMENTS

Efficacy and safety Several side effects with SCIT. Search for more convenient 

routes of administration. 1986 first randomized controlled 

trial with SLIT

Efficacy and safety SLIT accepted as a viable alternative option to SCIT. 

Confirmed in guidelines and documents

Biodistribution of SLIT According to the few studies available, no direct absorption 

through sublingual mucosa is demonstrated

Use of tablets Tablets introduced in a randomized trial (1998)

RECENT HISTORY (2000-2015) COMMENTS

“Big trials” Dose dependency of the effect

Identification of the optimal maintenance dose for selected 

products.

Use of multiple allergens Few controlled studies available with multiple allergens, but 

with positive results with 2-3 allergens. The efficacy and 

safety of allergen mixtures VS single allergens is still 

debated. 

Long lasting effect Ascertained at least 2 years after discontinuation for some 

products. A 3-year course seems to be necessary to achieve 

long lasting effects

Populations SLIT  also effective  in children and elderly. 

Preventive effect Reduction of the risk of developing asthma in children with 

allergic rhinits

Meta-analyses All consistently confirmed the efficacy of  SLIT. These 

reports remain seriously affected by a large heterogeneity

Asthma Clinical trials specifically designed for asthma. Reduction A
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of inhaled steroids and/or exacerbations. SLIT is safe in 

controlled asthma. SLIT accepted in GINA document

SLIT vs SCIT Head to head comparisons and meta-analyses showed no 

clinical difference. SCIT has faster onset of action

PRESENT AND FUTURE 2015 - COMMENTS

Molecular based diagnosis Refined prescription of SLIT

New indications Food allergy, extrinsic atopic dermatitis (investigational)

Real-life studies Such studies would better define the safety and efficacy 

profile of SLIT, that cannot be established in clinical trials

Challenge/exposure chambers Some trials performed with this methodology. Useful to 

have a standardized exposure and monitoring.

MAIN UNMET NEEDS COMMENTS

Predictive biomarkers There is no current biomarker available to predict at 

individual level if SLIT will work  

When to start SLIT in children? The safety is well ascertained also in pre-school children, 

but there is no consensus on the age to prescribe

Standardization and regulatory Only few allergen products for AIT are adequately 

standardized and approved. The prescription rules and 

practice largely varies  among Countries

Table 3. Optimal maintenance doses in the main  dose-finding studies (see 27, 65)

AUTHOR, Year Dose Allergen 

source

Manufacturer

Durham, 2006 15 mcg Phl p 5/day Grass ALK-Abellò

Didier, 2007 25 mcg Group 5 /day Grass Stallergenes

Creticos, 2013 12 mcg Amb a 1/day Ragweed MSDA
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Bergmann, 2014 (500IR) 300IR – approved:

16/68 Der p 1/Der f 1/day

Dust mite Stallergenes

Mosbech, 2014 6 SQ*/day (15 mcg/day) Dust Mite ALK-Abellò

Nolte, 2015 12 DU/day (=  6 SQ/day) Ragweed MSD

Virchow, 2016 6 or 12 HDM-SQ/day* Dust mite ALK-Abellò

Demoly, 2017 6 or 12 HDM-SQ/day* Dust mite ALK-Abellò

 Der p 1/Der f 1 plus Der p 2/Der f 2 in 1:1 ratio. European dose = 12SQ; Japanese dose = 6 SQ
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Table 4. SLIT and Asthma

SPECIAL PROBLEMS WITH SLIT AND ASTHMA

Asthma is usually more prevalent in house dust mite (HDM) allergic patients. A careful 

selection of patients is needed (HDM as certain etiological agent of asthma)

The exposure to HDM is largely variable over time and external physical conditions, thus 

appropriate “windows” or long periods of observation are required

The objective measurement of HDM exposure is impractical in real-life settings. Exposure 

chambers could represent a reasonable surrogate, provided that the “average natural exposure” 

is established and reproduced.

Which primary outcome would be optimal? 

• Respiratory function

• Exhaled nitric oxide

• Daily symptom score

• As needed bronchodilators’ use

• Inhaled corticosteroid (ICS) dose

• Exacerbations

POSSIBLE APPROACH ES TO EVALUATE THE EFFICACY

Fix the dose of ICS to acheve control, then give SLIT and try to escalate ICS considering if the 

control is maintained (e.g. symptoms, exacerbations, bronchodilators)

Fix the dose of ICS, add SLIT and follow up over time for control of asthma in comparison 

with placebo.

Evaluation of symptoms, respiratory function or exhaled nitric oxide after exposure in 

challenge chamber
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LEGEND TO FIGURES

FIGURE 1.  The historical evolution of allergen immunotherapy in its various forms (ILIT= 

Intralymphatic Immunotherapy; EPIT= epicutaneous Immunotherapy; LBIT= Local Bronchial 

Immunotherapy; LNIT= Local Nasal Immunotherapy; OIT= Oral Immunotherapy; SCIT= 

Subcutaneous Immunotherapy; SLIT=  Sublingual Immunotherapy)

FIGURE 2. The persistence of a radiolabelled allergen (I-123 Par j 1) in the sublingual region  1 and 2 

hours after the administration (scintiscan)

FIGURE 3: The milestones of sublingual immunotherapy.

FIGURE 4. The near-future and far-future possible experimental evolutions of allergen 

immunotherapy (those possibly involving SLIT are boxed).

FIGURE 5. The available options of administration for SLIT

FIGURE 6. SLIT as a model of “Precision Medicine”
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